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invisibles



invisibles (Neviditelní)
They look like us, speak like us, but have something extra – a gene which enables them to breathe 
water. They live among us, while we don´t have the slightest idea of their existence. The water 
people. This is not a fairy tale, but reality and plain truth.

The thirteen episodes of this comic series are about a minority living under cover and becoming ever 
smaller recently. They have a problem with declining birth rate, and as a result of mating with “dry” partners 
are gradually losing their miraculous property which makes them different from normal people. Now and 
then a “wolf” turns up among them – a water person who is not aware of being one. The problem arises 
when the “wolf” turns out to be the famous lobbyist Laušman, a favourite object of the (especially gutter) 
media.  He finds out that he is a water man when he tries to commit a suicide by drowning and fails. Now 
it´s not only the police who are close on his heels because of his frauds, but also the water people who are 
afraid that  their true nature will be exposed and the secret of the “magic water” of Vyšehrad (hill above the 
Vltava river in Prague, the seat of the first Czech princes) closed. But the goals of his pursuers are not the 
same, and there´s one who saves his life – thus inadvertently triggering off a series of unexpected events…
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